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Using an 18mm MDF I measured and cut out the 5x 20 x 5 cm. I tagged and polished each side at an angle, I just eyeballed the angle until I got it right (this is how I like to work) After the shape of the curve cover I marked the two sides and cut. I lined all five boards side by side and taped using
camouflage tape. Then I flipped it all over again and added glue. I made a curve and taped together, see the image. Then I added both sides and clamped. Then I started working on metal bars and rivets. Use 6mm MDF 10x 4 x 5 cm strips and 10x 2.5 cm laps. I shape, grind and glued to the lid, see an
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on-Wy How This article? Sign up for our newsletter to get more articles as it is delivered directly to your inbox. SIGN UP This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content on piano.io Welcome to our Clash Royale Upgrade Hub! We'll collect all the official balance changes and updates for Clash Royale as they are released by Finnish giant Supercell.If you're a hardcore Clasher, be sure to bookmark this page to stay up to date with the latest fans, nerfs, new
game modes, and new maps for Clash Royale. Below you'll find the latest update and then a list of new maps from this season. Previous Chapter Royale updates can be found at the end of the page. Cycle your way through some of our other Clash Royale content: Clash Royale Update: The latestClash
Royale May updateRelease date: May 4, 2020This Month Clash Royale update is special, as developer Supercell celebrates its 10th anniversary on May 14th. It's been an incredible decade for the Finnish giant, with hit games like Clash of Clans, Boom Beach, Hay Day, and of course Clash Royale! The
theme of this season is Dragons, so expect a few dragon-themed party and tournament game modes. Also new emotions in store to celebrate, as well as free 10-year anniversary emotions are available for free as a first level of awards in the free Pass Royale. Find out more about Season 11 awards in
video video or on the official blog. Season 11 brings an appropriate 11 balance updates, although none of them will probably have an impact on meta. The biggest changes are related to the Tornado spell, which currently lasts twice in the back (at the same time doing the same amount of total damage)
and damages buildings and towers. Read the full list of balance changes in May's Clash Royale updates on the official blog. Clash Royale: New CardsSing the Secrets of Success clash Royale is a constant update, change, and new maps. One new map could open up tons of great deck features, and add
some durability to the title released back in 2016. Check out the latest new card releases below! Healing SpiritA is a mischievous spirit that jumps on enemies, wreaking havoc and leaving behind a powerful healing effect that restores hit points to friendly troops! Release date: April 6, 2020 Local healing
spell. A single-edexir of a common map found in Hog Mountain or above. Healing comes out much faster than before. Royal DeliveryNo needs to subscribe to this package! Thrown from the sky, it damages and repels enemy troops before delivering the royal recruit. An empty box is also convenient for
espionage. Release date: March 2, 2020Trie-elixir total spell found in Spooky Town or above. Spelling damage strikes both ground and air forces. You can only play on your side of the arena like a magazine or a barbarian Barrel.Firecracker When this archer is tired of her bow and arrow, she turned to
something else ... Explosive. Release date: January 7, 2020Trixir General Card available in Hog Mountain and above. Hitpoints are identical to Archer, dying arrows but surviving a Log.Shoots long-range rocket that causes damage to the cone behind the original target. The Battle of HealerBattle Healer
heals itself over time, and heals nearby friendly troops while doing damage! Release date: December 2, 20194-Elixir rare troop maps. High point of impact, comparable to Knight.Heals itself when not attacking. Heals nearby troops while doing damage. Elixir GolemSplitts in two Elixir Golemite in
destruction, which was divided into two reasonable Blobs when won. Blob gives your opponent one elixir when destroyed! Release date: November 4, 2019.3-Elixir Rare Troop Map. Very high hit points, even more enlarged by golemites and drops. A powerful pusher combined with a clone spell. Be
careful with counterpus when winning. Clash Royale update historyClash Royale April updateRelease date: April 6, 2020Season 10 here, and with it a brand new (well, sort of) troop map! The Healing spell was officially replaced by a troop map called Heal Spirit. It still provides a large area effect to heal,
but the tiny creature first needs to go to an enemy squad or tower. He still stands alone in the Elixir, and throughout 10 it will be upgraded to your tower level. This Clash Royale update also brings a new arena called Forest Gang Hideout from 5 p.m. This is the first time we learn more about house thugs,
scoundrels, fireworks and magic of Magic Archer, his range was a little nerfed in this round of balance change. Skeleton Barrel got quite a significant positive effect of speed, and Goblin Hut received Barb Hut treatment with the construction of death spawning. Learn more about the full list of changes in
official patch notes. Clash Royale March UpdateRelease Date: March 2, 2020It's time to celebrate birthday in season 9 Clash Royale Update! It's been four years since Clash Royale first came out, and the king ordered an arena-sized cake. The new Birthday Battlefield arena will be available for special
events throughout the season. Royal recruits may not be strong in the current meta, but the new spell card puts a new spin on the concept. Like a barbaric barrel, a new spell of Royal Delivery falls a window from the sky that appears open to reveal one royal recruit. It can be unlocked through special
events, or by opening chests starting next season. There are also a number of minor (and miner) nerfs and buffs, but the most significant changes with this Clash Royale update are the positive effect for the already strong Golem. Golemites now cause 55% more damage when they are damaged, so keep
them away from your towers! Check out the official patch notes. Clash Royale February updateRelease Date: February 3, 2020 February Clash Royale update doesn't have too many changes, but it has a lot of changes to get the legendary cards. Players can earn up to six legendary cards from problems
this season, earning him the nickname Return to the Legendary. As for the change of balance, there are a few minor amateurs and nerfs, with the most noticeable change in the barbaric hut. Now it lasts less time, but breeds barbarians more often. Also, when it is destroyed by time or your enemy, two
more barbarians will jump out to continue the fight! Check out the full list of changes and Royale Pass rewards over at official patch notes. Clash Royale January updateRelease Date: January 6, 2020 Season 7 Clash Royale update here, and this time it's themed around chinese New Year. The Lunar
Festival event features a reskinned legendary arena with Chinese lanterns high in the sky, as well as fireworks wielding a new map. Fireworks is a new three-value common troop map that shoots a projectile that explodes on impact, causing damage in a wide cone behind the original target. It has the
same number of points of impact as the archer, and looks like a solid counter beatdown deck. At this point, you can only unlock it through an in-game challenge. In addition, there are a number of balance changes that can have a big impact on the current meta. The Witch and Elixir Golem were nerfed,



and the Lava Hound was redesigned considerably. Check out the full list of balance sheet changes in official That's all for our Clash Royale upgrade center. Be sure to bookmark this article as we will update it over the next few weeks and months with the latest releases. Bomb Tower is one of the best
around defensive In the game, as it has a burst of damage, high health, and provides a good distraction from the towers. This biggest problem is its slow loading time, so place it before the enemies arrive. This is always the first card to be played at the beginning of the game, and always not from chasing.
However, wait to put it until either you have 10 elixir or push goes because it will start to lose health. Bomb tower the most important use is distraction, and with backup it can withstand all freeze combo combos
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